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DRAFT 

HL7 2014 STRATEGIC INITIATIVES 

 

1  STRATEGIC  IN IT IAT IVES  -  SUMMARY  

HL7 Recognition: Attain recognition as the lead developer and harmonizer of global 

technical and functional health informatics standards 

• Realm specifications have been advanced to international HL7 specifications 

• International HL7 specifications have achieved ISO recognition 

• Global adoption has increased 

• HL7's role and value proposition in the overarching standards landscape has 

been clarified 

• Key stakeholder groups have been identified, with value propositions and action 

plans for engaging each group 

 

HL7 Internal Processes: Streamline the HL7 standards development process 

• A globally applicable business model has been developed 

• Working Group Meetings have been effective 

• Product quality has improved 

• End to end V3/CDA template and implementation guide infrastructure has been 

developed 

• Requirements traceability has been enabled 

• Cross-artifact inconsistency is reduced 

 

HL7 Implementation: Develop standards that are easier to implement and more 

responsive to customer needs 

• Industry responsiveness has been demonstrated through the timely development 

and maintenance of key standards 

• HL7 Standards implementation has gotten easier 

• HL7 Education Plan has been developed 

• Tooling strategy has been developed 

 



2  STRATEGIC  IN IT IAT IVES  -  DETAILED  

2.1 HL7 Recognition: Attain recognition as the lead developer and 
harmonizer of global technical and functional health informatics 
standards 

o Description: Assume a leadership position in the development of global 

technical and functional health informatics standards for electronic health 

records, personal health records, health information exchange, and clinical and 

operational data representation.  

2.1.1 Realm specifications have been advanced to international HL7 
specifications 

o Description: Standards that have been successfully deployed in a limited 

number of realms are brought to ballot within HL7 as Universal Realm 

specifications.  

2.1.2 International HL7 specifications have achieved ISO recognition 

o Description: Universal Realm HL7 standards are advanced to ISO recognition, 

so that barriers to adoption across the globe are resolved, their use becomes 

ubiquitous, barriers to health information exchange across country boundaries 

are lessened, and those implementing standards have an international market. 

2.1.3 Global adoption has increased 

o Description: "Adoption" is a decision to implement or use an HL7 standard. It 

can refer to choosing HL7 standards, and/or incorporating HL7 standards into 

the "outside world" (external to HL7) (e.g. RFPs, strategies, specifications, 

software).  

2.1.4 HL7's role and value proposition in the overarching standards landscape 
has been clarified 

o Description: HL7 must work closely with national (for example, ONC, US TAG to 

ISO, NHS, Infoway, NEHTA), international (for example, ISO JIC, IHE, IHTSDO), 

and other complementary (such as. NQF, CIHI) stakeholder groups so as to 

ensure a complete interoperability solution including implementation guides. 

HL7's role, and HL7's relationship to these other organizations, needs to be 

clear, so as to minimize duplication of effort and the cost of standards adoption. 

2.1.5 Key stakeholder groups have been identified, with value propositions and 
action plans for engaging each group 

o Description: Groups that play a valuable role in the development of HL7 

standards, whether through technical development, functional requirement or 

identification have been defined. There is a written plan that describes how HL7 

will seek to engage and involve each group in the standards development 

process. 



 

2.2 HL7 Internal Processes: Streamline the HL7 standards 
development process 

o Description: Optimize HL7 internal processes to more efficiently deliver global 

and realm-specific standards. 

2.2.1 A globally applicable business model has been developed  

o Description: An efficient HL7 standards development process relies on 

engagement and contributions from across the globe. Components of a globally 

applicable business model include, but are not limited to, policy for use and 

redistribution of HL7 IP, membership and governance, and dues structure. 

2.2.2 Working Group Meetings have been effective 

o Description: Ensure that all WGMs have all strategic business areas 

represented by healthy Work Groups as measured by the TSC with appropriate 

cross section of expertise. 

2.2.3 Product quality has improved 

o Description: Product quality can be defined as "fitness for purpose". As part of 

quality improvement, there is a need to clearly define the purpose for which a 

standard is created, and to articulate the desired fitness criteria.  

2.2.4 End to end V3/CDA template and implementation guide infrastructure 
has been developed 

o Description: A template infrastructure supports requirements analysis, 

development of templates that are consistent with domain models, and instance 

validation. This infrastructure must align with other Strategic Initiatives (e.g. 

must facilitate standards implementation), and must address the potential for 

layered complexity, where one artifact constrains another, which constrains 

another, and so on.  

Implementation guides further profile or characterize the use of an HL7 

standard, and may describe how HL7 specifications operate within a broader 

health information exchange ecosystem. Infrastructure supports publishing and 

development of sample instances. The requirement is for infrastructure that 

provides for the development of *consistent* implementation guides, with easy to 

use human and machine readable representations.  

2.2.5 Requirements traceability has been enabled 

o Description: Traceability refers to the ability to link back, from a specification to 

the requirements that lead to its development, to the requirements that lead to 

certain design decisions. 



2.2.6 Cross-artifact inconsistency is reduced 

o Description: This applies within a product "family" and between families (CDA, 

messages, services). Once inconsistencies can be measured, and once we have a 

plan for decreasing inconsistencies, we need to execute the plan and measure 

the effects. 

2.3 HL7 Implementation: Develop standards that are easier to 
implement and more responsive to customer needs 

o Description: Improve HL7 processes to enable clinicians, technical experts, 

policy makers, SDOs and other stakeholder to collaborate in the development of 

standards and related solutions that are easier to implement, and more 

efficiently deliver global and realm-specific standards in response to new 

"customer" requirements.  

2.3.1 Industry responsiveness has been demonstrated through the timely 
development and maintenance of key standards 

o Description: HL7 demonstrates its ability to assess and respond to key 

interoperability challenges (e.g. a nationally prioritized interoperability use case) 

and business needs through the timely development of relevant standards. 

2.3.2 HL7 Standards implementation has gotten easier 

o Description: "Implementation" refers to the use of HL7 material in the 

development of software applications and messaging systems, for the exchange 

of health information.  

2.3.3 HL7 Education Plan has been developed 

o Description: An education plan lays the HL7 strategy for dramatically 

increasing the number of folks with V3/CDA implementation-level knowledge. 

HL7 should be supporting the delivery of training - both training developed and 

provided by HL7, and that developed and provided by the market. Demand for 

HL7 products can be stimulated by both direct and indirect users of HL7 (an 

example of the former is implementers of HL7-based products and the latter is a 

user of HL7-based products).   

2.3.4 Tooling strategy has been developed 

o Description: Efficiency in HL7 implementation is supported by tools. Tools 

developed for internal HL7 use are also of use externally. Components of a 

tooling strategy include, but are not limited to, prioritization of new tool 

development vs. ongoing support of existing tools, process for evaluating and 

incorporating externally developed tools. 

2.3.5 Product strategy has been developed 

o Description: An HL7 product strategy and roadmap have been developed.  

Today, HL7 products are often organized to reflect how the product (standard) 



was developed.  The product strategy should address organizing and packaging 

of products in ways that implementers of standards find useful.  The product 

strategy should look at the products already held out as products and determine 

those that have a position where they can exist independent of other products, 

or as part of a formal product we have not yet recognized. 

 


